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This paper attempts to establish a conceptual basis on which beginning teachers may be
introduced to investigative science teaching in a way that accommodates the teacher
voice. It draws mainly on preliminary theory from the shared reflections of twenty
science teachers, augmented by a more general interview-based study of the experience
of early professional learning of eighteen new teachers. Internationally, it is situated in
the wider concern in the literature with the nature of science, mainly in initial teacher
education. Empirically located within the Scottish context, a grounded epistemological
base of teacher knowledge is illustrated and presented as components of confidence in a
cycle of professional learning that needs to be set in motion during ITE. It is proposed
that, given protected experience in their early attempts to teach investigatively, new
teachers can begin to develop a confident pedagogy of loose opportunism that comes
close to authentic science for the children they teach.

General background
The case for more practical investigative science in the classroom is well established.
Woolnough (1991), for example, has argued that investigative science ought to be at the
very heart of science teaching; Shapiro (1996) has claimed that not to have experienced
‘science as investigation’ is to miss involvement in understanding the very nature of
science. It meets the need to do science as well as learn science and learn about
science, to use Hodson’s (1993) distinction. Moreover, if this need is to be met by
something approaching authentic scientific activity, then the ‘doing’ should surely
include investigative activity. This paper addresses the pedagogical question that
follows from that philosophical position by attempting to understand how teachers
might think about and practice investigative science in the classroom, with particular
reference to university-based initial teacher education. It seeks to develop an initial
conceptual basis on which beginning teachers may be introduced to investigative science
teaching in a way that accommodates the teacher voice that is often absent (Goodson,
1992) and acknowledges that theories of action should be grounded in empirical
evidence from naturally occurring activities (e.g. Hennessy 1993).
Drawing mainly on preliminary theorising from the shared reflections of twenty
secondary science teachers, including beginners, the study is in a Scottish context but
related to the wider concern in the literature internationally with the nature of science
in teacher education (e.g. Veal 2004; Abd-El-Khalick 2005; Hipkins, Barker and Bolstad
2005). The lack of pedagogical and philosophical clarity identified by Laws (1996) is
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still an issue in the literature. In this paper, the term investigative’ is used in
preference to other terms with a similar connotation, for example ‘exploratory’,
‘experimental’, ‘discovery’ ‘problem solving’, ‘open-ended’ and ‘inquiry’. This is partly
because the secondary science curriculum documents in Scotland use ‘investigations’ as
their chosen terminology, partly because it is a broad enough term to include or
approximate to the other terms and yet also convey, in a science-teaching context, a
more authentic picture of the practical nature of scientific activity. A degree of ‘openendedness should indeed be presumed as it the use here of ‘investigative’ is intended to
intended to convey some uncertainty of outcome (on the pupil’s if not the teacher’s
part), less associated with more routine practical work such as measurement, specific
techniques or standard experiments in a prescribed curriculum.
Specific illustration from the Scottish context
The practical investigation became an official part of the science curriculum for all
children in Scotland in the early 1990s with the introduction of Standard Grade, the
two-year course before the end of the compulsory period of education at sixteen years
old. Until then there was highly uneven experience across the country: some
exploratory work in some primary schools, little or nothing in others; no official
requirement in secondary schools at all except for advanced specialist study in
‘preparation’ for higher education (despite its widespread absence from degree courses
in science!). It was an assessment-led innovation in which the investigation conducted
was graded on performance of discrete experimental skills (e.g. identify investigable
aspects of a problem, articulate a working hypothesis, control relevant variables). The
method of assessment was founded on work done on developing techniques for assessing
practical skills by Bryce et al (1991).
In a contemporary curriculum paper in the same national context (Learning and Teaching
Scotland 2004), it is claimed that ‘an open investigation is more likely to motivate pupils
by challenging their thinking and allowing them to investigate aspects of science that
they are interested in’ (p.30); and that ‘open-ended investigations that encourage pupils
to work scientifically, raising their own questions that they can test or investigate’
should be one purpose of practical work for pupils (p33). The difficulty for teachers
lies in two areas. Firstly, the experience is separated into component skills or ‘skill
strands’. In this case, three are identified - ‘preparing for tasks, carrying out tasks,
reviewing and reporting on tasks’ - with the claim that ‘the most cognitively challenging
skill (for pupils) is preparing, since it involves what, how, resources, sequence, data,
safety’. No basis for this debatable claim is given. Secondly, curriculum documents and
texts tend to give formulaic illustrations for teachers that fail to inspire or capture the
creative nature of the experience suggested in their rhetoric.
Again, in this case, three exemplars are given which ‘provide ample (my emphasis)
opportunity for the development of investigative skills’. The essence of one of these is
to ‘demonstrate’ the effect of pollution on a pond in which the pupil has to ‘decorate a
spoon like a fish’ and put it in a jar of water; the conclusion (which is given to the
‘investigation’) is that that ‘the more pollution added, the more the habitat is destroyed’
(p33-35)! It must be highly doubtful whether trivial examples of this kind are capable
of translating respectable rhetoric into related and worthwhile open-ended activity in
the science classroom. Much of the practical guidance for teachers is written in a
prescriptive form, as if there are investigations that work if a certain series of steps
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are followed. The basis for such advice is neither connected to the aspirational rhetoric
nor grounded in the experience-based discourse of practising teachers.
The practice and tacit knowledge of experienced teachers
The problem with theory in initial teacher education, of course, is that students tend to
see it as remote and of little immediate relevance to them. Practice, on the other hand,
however appealing, tends to exist as tacit knowledge within individual teachers. Built on
experience, it is not a simple matter to impart personally gained wisdom to those who
have no such experience. In the area of investigative science, there is the further
complication that practitioners’ experience and advice is tempered by the requirements
of official assessment procedures. A representation of the practitioner perspective
that might inform the thinking of beginners is now given. It is based on a symposium on
investigative science teaching at which 20 local science teachers of varied experience
(students to 25 years of teaching) participated in presenting and discussing their
experiences and reflections. The method of data gathering and analysis was adapted
from previous research (McNally et al. 1997) where group interviews were used to
generate initial insights, somewhat similar to a focus group approach (e.g. Crabtree et al.
1993). All presentations and discussions were recorded and transcribed and served as
the raw data on which the following analysis is based. The interpretation derives from
sustained interaction during the process of coding and categorizing (Glaser 1978),
inevitably influenced to an extent by personal experience as a teacher and teacher
educator.

Teachers’ views on the formally assessed investigation
For some teachers, the formal investigations meant a ‘loss of valuable time for theory’,
exacerbated by doubts that they actually added anything to pupil understanding or
enjoyment of science. The ‘waste of time’ also lay in the bureaucratic demands on staff
of organising and marking. These official investigations were prescribed from a given
bank of recipes and routines, typically of an undemanding nature which ultimately
trivialised the activity

some girls were deciding do they get more bubbles when you put in more detergent or
not… I mean that's one of the (Examination) Board's recommended things
Examined investigations had become ‘so stupid and out of context that they’re really
just meaningless’. They were a false experience of science where pupils followed a
procedure and wrote what the teacher said into their booklet to obtain a higher grade.
The combined effect of triviality, being out-of-context and emphasis on procedure
seemed to negate the spirit of investigative work; it altered the whole character of the
investigative experience to the extent that the investigation was not actually investigative
in nature:

I think the problem comes with the formally assessed investigations, in which pupils simply
lose any natural curiosity. They really just want to be told what to do to get the
grades…what they’re (the examiners) saying is that only if you assess these skills will they
be developed, and I would say that I would completely disagree with that. I think it’s the
opposite in fact. When you impose assessment the whole thing changes. There is a problem
if you assess practicals. The pupils won’t do it for any intrinsic reason. They do it purely
because they want a good grade.
Focus on the so-called separate skills was seen to act against their very development.
The perception of many was that pupils missed out on any sense of the investigation as a
whole experience; they ‘lose any natural curiosity’ and, therefore, may actually regress
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as investigators. The formally assessed practical investigation was not only noninvestigative; it had become anti-investigative.
On the other hand, some took the view that the formal investigation could be turned
into something worthwhile for pupils. The assessment requirement provided a degree of
pupil entitlement in that investigative experience was not now dependent on the whims of
individual teachers or science departments. The examined investigation need not result in
compliance with an imposition but could be turned into a unique experience for pupils that
filled a curriculum gap:

I think the investigations give a unique experience that they don’t get from doing class
experiments…I accept that there are problems with them and there are times when I can
see them far enough but I think that we should be looking more positively at seeing if
there’s a fault there where we can improve on it rather than just getting rid of it. I think
there will be a big gap in pupils’ knowledge and skills if we get rid of them and don’t replace
them with some sort of alternative
These teachers saw a more formative, developmental purpose for learners in the formal
investigation. Through doing investigations and receiving feedback, pupils do learn, do
become better at investigating and ‘the majority see it as their own piece of individual
work and get quite protective over it’.

Holistic and skill-based investigations
Teachers’ accounts indicated that they thought of investigating as a holistic kind of
experience rather than the segmented activities that constituted the investigative
process for assessment purposes. In trying to secure entitlement for all, policy makers
have no doubt relied on formal assessment but their emphasis on criteria for component
skills appears to conceptually mis-represent a process of which we are only beginning to
gain a pedagogical understanding. Gott and Duggan (2002) also identify the unfortunate
outcome of formal assessment: the obsessive quest for reliability and consequent focus
on the readily measurable has neglected the need for validity and what counts as
worthwhile scientific activity in the classroom, thus inhibiting open-ended science,
complete practical investigations and creative problem solving in science.
The main reason for conducting investigations is ostensibly to give pupils an insight into
the practice of science, surely a noble aim, but, as Donnelly (1995) argues, there is a
large body of literature which reveals that science is a ‘complex, differentiated and
subtle activity, often involving conflicting points of view’. Such activity does not appear
to be readily nurtured or accommodated by formally assessed investigations. The
practice of discrete skills has its place of course, but pupils also need the whole
investigative experience in which skills of observing, considering evidence, drawing
conclusions etc. can naturally develop as they ‘do’ science alongside teachers as
scientists. The reservations and objections of teachers find support and expression,
moreover, in the analysis by Hodson (1992), who argues that doing science is an untidy,
unpredictable, idiosyncratic activity that depends crucially on tacit knowledge. He
actually condemns skills-based assessment of investigative practical work as

philosophically unsound (because it is not science), educationally worthless (because it
trivialises learning) and pedagogically dangerous (because it encourages bad teaching).
and argues that the policy need for summative assessment may be better served by the
use of holistic judgement by teachers as connoisseurs. As with scientists, it is the
generation of the idea and its pursuit, the entirety of the investigation, which matters
most, but which also provides the context for skill development. It is surely that whole
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experience which is important for pupils and is worthy of pursuit, not the vain quest for
reliability and grading.

Different kinds of classroom practice
Nevertheless, the transcript data show that some science teachers have begun to
integrate investigative science into their teaching, despite their doubts about the value
of the examined investigation. Some had clearly ‘tinkered’ with investigative-type work
for many years; others had been stimulated by formal assessment requirements to
incorporate the idea into their teaching as an important, different kind of activity.
Scrutiny of teachers’ descriptions in the transcript suggests that there were three fairly
distinct ways in which they did this. There was, firstly, investigative work as an ‘add on’ to
the normal curriculum, extra, separate whole class (inclusive) activities that could offer
pupils the opportunity to come up with their own questions but still allow the teacher
time to consider support. Another approach was to ‘add in’ investigative work by (p)rewriting existing practical activities in an investigative manner as (an integrated) part of
the normal work of the class, also inclusive but teacher-given rather than pupil-initiated.
Thirdly, there was the ad hoc pupil-initiated investigation, a question arising from
conventional practical work or even ‘out of nowhere’, but supported by the teacher as and
when it happened.
This latter is not an abstract, idealised picture, for it appears to happen in some
teachers’ classrooms. In such spontaneous situations, pupils may be closer to a more
authentic form of how science is practised by scientists. The image of questions springing
from the minds of children during ‘normal’ classroom science, with a teacher confident of
her capacity to support them, evokes the ‘loose opportunism’ mentioned by Einstein in a
letter to a colleague as his preferred method (Feyerabend, 1993). Though he could not
bring himself to accept uncertainty in theory of the physical world, Einstein seemed to
recognise it in himself as a learner and investigator in the form of ‘loose opportunism’.
Perhaps we should consider adopting his expression to convey that sophisticated
teaching state of mind, that grounded sense of professional ad hoc-ery which seems to
epitomise the imaginative pedagogy of authentic science.
Components of confidence for teaching investigative science
The insights into teacher thinking above are largely derived from their need to engage
with assessment-driven policy. A further insight gained is that they tended to talk
about what gives them ‘confidence’ to engage in investigative work with classes. This
pedagogical confidence appears to have certain identifiable components to which they
variously refer. They made no explicit reference to what they felt they had had to
know; teachers did not talk in terms of the types of knowledge they needed to possess.
Their accounts suggest a kind of action-related thinking, typical of the nature of
professional knowledge (Schon 1983), which perhaps explains the absence of conscious
categorisations of activity in their classrooms, even when they tacitly know what is
taking place. Indeed the ascription of tacit knowledge (e.g. Eraut 2000) reflects more
of their feeling of confidence in their ability to make things happen in the classroom
than any espoused categorisation of their knowledge. Others too (e.g. Bryce and Gray
2004; Jarvis and Pell 2004) refer to developing teachers’ pedagogical confidence, so the
position taken here is that it is more as components of confidence that certain kinds of
tacit knowledge underlie teachers’ capacity to take advantage of investigative
opportunities that may arise in their classrooms. In epistemological parlance, however,
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the developing tacit knowledge base for the confident pedagogy presented here is
closely related to the concept of pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman 1986),
increasingly cited in recent literature (e.g. Abd-El-Khalick 2005). It is as broad
components of confidence rather than identifiable elements of knowledge, however,
that the thinking of this sample of teachers is conceptualised here, and given below
(with no significance attached to the order). These components also reflect a certain
holistic nuance within teacher discourse. This holistic rather than atomistic reporting
by practitioners has been observed in workplace learning generally by Prawat (1998).

Teachers’ views of pupils and their learning
What appears to matter to teachers is that, one way or another, pupils become engaged
in investigative activity. The expectation that all pupils were capable of such
engagement was occasionally explicit as in ‘anyone can do an investigation’. Woolnough
(1991) suggests that starting with a teacher-given investigation somehow prepares the
ground for pupils to then initiate their own. The more realistic picture here is of
teachers having a sense of pupils’ prior curriculum knowledge and aptitude. Indeed, the
idea that an investigation needs a base of prior subject knowledge on the part of pupils
was expressed frequently in the discourse. This is a fairly strong, grounded echo of
Hodson and Bencze’s (1998) action research that student-driven scientific inquiry tends
to arise from theory, and also the claim by Roth (1996) that such pupil knowledge tends
to be meaningfully applied in investigative situations.
Teachers spoke about how children ‘enjoyed’ investigations, not about what they
‘learned’ in a cognitive sense. There was a vague sense that they gained something from
the experience – ‘they went through a sort of improvement’, ‘eventually they took it a
stage further’ - that they became better at investigating through investigating. We
might attribute teachers with an implicit awareness of the concept of ability as a form
of developing expertise (Sternberg 1998) but the absence of claims about what children
learn from investigating does support a cautious view about the benefits of tightly
defined curriculum objectives, (e.g. Cleminson 1990; Driver and Bell 1986). There was
no indication that teachers saw investigative work as superior to other tasks and
activities; it was simply and essentially a different kind of experience. There is clearly
a discrepancy between the language of teachers and the language of policy here –
perhaps even a conflict of concepts – that demands further exploration of what
(teachers think) children learn experientially from investigating. Indeed, teachers’
notions of the activities themselves were that they were vaguely investigative, certainly
not scientifically sophisticated, but yet important for pupils in some kind of
introductory way, rather like Laws’ (1996) notion of preliminary investigations that
pupils may need to better define a problem.

Teacher biography and attitude
The role of teachers in investigative work is clearly much wider than generating ideas,
devising questions or even being receptive to pupil suggestions. Teachers’ discourse
certainly revealed a spectrum of teacher attitude towards investigative activity, which
related mainly to beliefs about its importance and feasibility. Length of teaching
experience mattered here but again in a rather polarised way. For some, this had
hardened their attitude against it – classroom bedlam, inadequate resources, pupil
apathy and ignorance were typical reasons – but for others it meant they were able to
‘take a chance’. The security of an established reputation in a school involved less risk
to credibility with colleagues and maintenance of classroom order though pupil
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behaviour, so to speak, was ambiguously construed as a reason for doing or for not doing
investigative work. Jarvis and Pell (2004) found that primary teachers became more
positive about classroom science once they appreciated that potentially disruptive
children could be managed during practical investigations. Experience, of course, meant
greater familiarity with the whole science curriculum, resource provision and class
management and, therefore, an ability to control some of the more tangible aspects of
support.
Another point was the teacher’s actual experience of doing scientific investigation - or
more commonly the lack of it. Supporting investigative work by pupils without having
had the actual experience oneself was a cause for anxiety; there was often nothing to
draw on. With little or no experience of doing science themselves, or even having
contact with working scientists, many teachers’ working knowledge of science is
somewhat hollow. Hodson and Bencze (1998) found that this did affect teachers’
confidence in their own ability to support investigations by pupils. Two teachers in this
sample had experience of routine laboratory work as scientists before coming into
teaching but they felt this was of limited use in supporting investigative work. For most
teachers, their model of scientific practice is based solely on their time in school and
higher education. Even well-intentioned curriculum documents may be an inadequate
substitute for real working experience. In relation to pupil achievement, Alters (1997),
for example, reports that in the USA there has been no impact, despite half a century
of emphasis on the nature of science in teacher training. On the other hand, in a close
case study of a teacher's interaction with pupils in an open-inquiry engineering
curriculum, Roth (1996) largely attributes her remarkable success to her `experience
as...observer of many construction sites and interaction with engineers'.
Teachers of science obtain most of their understanding of the nature of science, as
Nott and Wellington (1996) argue, from their classroom experiences and academic
histories, which may well not be adequate as a preparation for an authentic investigative
pedagogy. However, a simple conviction of its importance may clearly be enough
motivation for some teachers: ‘there’s nothing better than finding something out for
yourself, so it could only be a good experience for them, even if it doesn’t work’. Given
the absence of a background as a working scientist it may be that those teachers who
successfully nurture investigative activity have come to do so through experiential
learning in their own classrooms or, perhaps even more widely, as a consequence of their
own particular biography. In making a more general case, Alheit and Dausien (1999) use
the term ‘biographicity’ for the capacity or potential that people have that cannot be
taught by experts. Thus, some (even new) teachers are somehow able to begin to teach
investigatively before their knowledge base or confidence would suggest that they are
ready. In a similar vein, Hodkinson and Hodkinson (2004) argue that it is individual
dispositions, which make some teachers more inclined to perceive and act on
opportunities within their classrooms.

Resources in a wider classroom context
Teachers who supported investigative work did show flexibility in their view of
resources, an attribute close to what Donnelly (1998) described as a loosening
engagement with the laboratory. One, for example, imported ideas and resources from
the real world for some relevant ‘fiddling around’; another extended the science
investigation beyond conventional practical work to a more exploratory, multi-resource
activity that could spill outside the classroom. Both examples also illustrate a sense of
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seeking more authentic contexts for investigating (Roth and Roychoudhury 1993). They
also illustrate the frequent allusion by teachers to resource availability, access and
organisation in supporting investigative activity. This is recognised as a factor in the
learning environment by Holstein, Cohen and Lazarowicz (1996), and is likely to be
particularly critical in supporting activity of an investigative nature.
The experience of beginners
It is proposed then that access to these aspects of teacher thinking is an important
input to student teachers’ learning – both teachers’ views on formal assessment and the
more latent conceptual base of their thinking. However, the experience of the
beginners in the sample has a particular, perhaps closer relevance to the development of
an ITE curriculum. Current practice in the author’s institution is that student teachers
of science are required to attempt a small-scale investigation with a small group of
about eight 12-13 year-old pupils in their microteaching/link practice course (in which
they practise teaching small groups of pupils for some 20 minutes once a week over two
eight week stretches) prior to their first 5-week teaching placement in a secondary
school. This is a protected environment with the intention of simply introducing
students to the experience of investigative teaching. It is a first, small, low risk step.
It is not formally evaluated although it is discussed informally in seminars. This
communal reflection on the experience is considered to be valuable in itself. A specific
example arose at the symposium:

I’ve already had a bash at one in link practice at university. It was quite well
structured, you know, because it was first year kids and we thought we’d do an
investigation on the sixth sense - a bit ambitious maybe but they worked at it well and
they were all very interested in it …the problem I found was trying to get them to make
some conclusion from what they had written
Apart from meeting the modest aim of having this initial pedagogic experience outwith
the prescribed curriculum, the interesting irony is that the student refers to the
making of a conclusion, as a particular difficulty for the pupils (recall that mention of
component ‘skills’ was noticeably absent from the discussion of experienced teachers).
Although the investigation as a holistic, rather than atomistic, experience is grounded in
the accounts of the experienced teachers in the sample, it may be that the opportunity
for protected experience and reflective discussion in the ITE environment can create
an early sensitivity to a rather different pedagogy. The student quoted above isolated
from his limited practice the drawing of a conclusion as a possible learning and teaching
difficulty. Certainly, Millar et al (1994) have argued that pupils do need introduction to
what constitutes evidence and Duggan, Johnson and Gott (1996) found that appreciating
the concept of a variable was absent from the understanding of 12-14 year olds doing
investigative work. If teachers are to develop such insights themselves then it appears
that this may profitably begin in ITE.
The other references by the three students at the symposium tended to focus on their
actual placement experience (a five-week practice several weeks earlier) and brought to
the fore some of the anxieties of the experience: ‘not knowing where things are … being
in an unfamiliar situation … knowing less than the pupils about something … not knowing
the curriculum as a whole … no previous experience of investigating. This is largely to
do with the ‘not yet known’ that becomes embedded in the practice of more experienced
teachers, tacit knowledge that they take for granted and is, as argued earlier, implicit
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rather than explicit in their discussion. Yet it could scarcely be more nakedly explicit in
the discourse of students:

I’ve never done an investigation by myself so I think it’s more daunting that children are
learning to think that way…I mean the wee boy asked me about humidity and I almost
fell off my chair, but I’m just so nervous and about half way through when I thought it
was working, I just thought thank you. I don’t know what I did but it worked anyway,
and I just said to that wee boy “right on you go, just go and find your plastic bags and
do what you want”, and his was the best result... so I was dead chuffed. I suppose it’s
good not letting your panic show through sometimes
I just don't know if I could do it, but I found so many constraints just doing basic
experiments…I do think that investigation is a part of science, that is what science is
like...but it is really hard because you’ve got to think “can I cope with that situation
yet?” and I don't think I could. Maybe I could with a smaller one like when you said
there was a little boy who said “oh would humidity affect it?”, and you let him go and try
it out and it was fine. If something as simple as that came up then yes, but when you
didn’t know where the plastic bags were, having to think “well where is everything?”…it’s
just the fact that you’re not in a totally familiar situation, and they (other teachers) do
know the curriculum
No ITE course can realistically bring students to a level of knowledge that they would
consider adequate for ‘confident’ investigating. In any case, that knowledge and
confidence depend on a degree of familiarity with the particular context - knowledge of
pupils and resources, for example. In addition, familiarity with the whole curriculum
cannot be realistically achieved in any ITE course; it is acquired through teaching over
the years. There will also be areas of science not covered in a degree (e.g. humidity
above), which expose the beginner’s fragile confidence in her own scientific knowledge.
Nor can a brief, protected exposure to investigative pedagogy in ITE (that these
students have) compensate for the absence of doing investigative science. What it may
do is persuade them that it is ‘part of science’ and that it may well mean a step into the
unknown where you ‘let him go and try it out’. Some exposure in ITE may be enough to
sow a seed of reasoned belief in taking the step, and that this step – ‘it worked anyway
… his was the best result’ – though it evades easy post-hoc analysis, will affirm such a
leap of faith.
Equally explicit in the student accounts is an emotional dimension to the experience.
What they feel is as important as what they know – or do not know. This is expressed
through their anxiety before the event – ‘it’s more daunting … I almost fell off my chair
… I’m so nervous … it is really hard … can I cope?’ - but with some relief and pleasure
when it appears to work - ‘I just thought thank you … I was dead chuffed (pleased)’.
However, the anxiety may well not be assuaged by one successful experience. One
former student in her second year of teaching revealed as much emotion as the
students and a premonition of what is in store for them once they enter the real world
of teaching:

I've only been in the job a year…and you don't want them to ask you any awkward
questions. The sweat's running down your back as well, so what I tried last year and it
worked okay -section 12, the earth … I can’t get any enthusiasm for it myself - I ended
up with these three second year classes which was a nightmare. So what I tried to do
was to generate these investigations from them. What I do is plan it first, then I take
in all their plans and sort out all the lists of stuff that I need for the next week. I got
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them to write out all their plans, however rubbish they were, and I got them to write a
list at the bottom of all the things that they would need. And then for the next week I
checked it. Obviously if it was expensive well I couldn’t get it, so I just said you’ll need
to rethink it. But I went and begged the technician to try and sort things out, pinched
it from other people, and I managed to get off the ground… You know what they’re sort
of going to come out with but they’re still generally on their own. You’re not leading
them into it but you are looking at their ideas.
Despite having more situated knowledge and an approach that gave her time to prepare
support, there are signs of stress. This is clearly a much larger undertaking by this new
teacher, a conscientious attempt to provide an investigative experience for all her
pupils. The scale of response to this concerted spontaneity is so overwhelming that she
has to delay it. Indeed, given her relative inexperience, she is over-extended and has
perhaps been over-ambitious. The combination of uncertainty of outcome and the
organisational implications inevitably turn up the heat to the point where ‘the sweat is
running down your back’. Brinkman and de Jong (1996) argue that novice teachers need
early exposure to teaching investigative science if they are to avoid later loss of
confidence, but the leap from controlled exposure in ITE into the reality illustrated
here is almost too much to expect from a beginner. Some exposure to the difficulty of
teaching investigatively is important but learning how is surely better supported, as
Lederman and Latz (1995) argue, through a balance between such exposure and what the
new teacher can be expected to deliver in the classroom.
In any case, the experience of beginning teaching in general is strongly defined by its
emotional nature. During the first few months or so it is likely that the inevitable
preoccupation with survival and belonging are simply too pressing for students to engage
in pedagogic experimentation. The risks associated with investigative teaching could
render them even more vulnerable in their ineluctable quest for acceptance and
credibility as a teacher. Nor is it necessary at this fragile moment of professional
learning. Subject knowledge is curiously conspicuous by its absence from new teachers’
accounts of their early experience (McNally et al 2004) and may be a ‘taken-forgranted’ dimension of their early professional learning. Provided the seeds of
investigative pedagogy has been sown and nurtured in the formative phase of ITE, there
will be an opportunity to expose it to the real environment of the school, once the
various components of confidence are felt to be settling into place. The new teacher
herself can then choose the class, the topic and the moment.
Concluding Discussion
So, what should be the nature of intervention in ITE? What can be done to enable
beginners to start teaching investigatively? It may be that the ability can be developed
from an introductory non-threatening experience in ITE to further safe trials in a
teaching environment during the induction period in which the new teacher’s
undeveloped knowledge and emotional vulnerability are not unduly exposed. For many
beginners the transition into the real world of teaching is experienced as a quantum leap
into an unknown complex of new relationships with an uncertainty of acceptance.
Nevertheless, teaching science investigatively, even outside the specialist discipline, can
help new teachers with discourse and difference amongst pupils (Finlayson et al 1998).
Since new teachers do appear to begin to understand difference in a real way during the
first few months of teaching (McNally et al 2004), it may be that investigative teaching
can be synchronised with their wider development during this early learning phase.
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Of course, there is only so much that can be covered in any course of Initial Teacher
Education. As the range of policy-directed content continues to increase, the space for
coverage of subject-specific aspects such as the teaching of investigative science is
squeezed. Nor is there any explicit recognition of what beginners may or may not be
ready to learn. Naturally, student teachers want to be well prepared for the demands
of the classroom in their first teaching post. While this expectation is difficult to
meet, students tend to accept, in my experience, that a balance has to be struck
between the accommodation of immediate needs and the laying down of a foundation of
ideas for further development at some later stage. On the basis of the strands of
evidence presented in this paper, it is, therefore, suggested that a foundation can be
established in an ITE curriculum by combining protected experience of practical
investigative teaching with a meta-theory of the components of confidence needed for
further pedagogical exploration. This confidence is also dependent on the relational
conditions they experience in school, on student placement and in the early months of
teaching (McNally et al 1997).
Following the initial phase of vulnerability, the professional learning that takes place
may be construed as a continuing cycle of developing confidence and expertise. It is a
learning cycle, however, that can and should be set in motion during ITE. Diagrammatic
modelling is a temptation at this stage in theory development but too often such
attempts are inadequate as they can never be complete pictures of a complex process as
dynamic and organic as teaching. Brown and McIntyre’s (1993) model, for example, did
attempt to make sense of teacher thinking and was partly successful in moving on our
understanding of teacher thinking from rigid objectives-based planning to an
appreciation of the complex interplay of conditions that govern teachers’ decisions
about how they act in their classrooms. Although the pedagogical focus of this study is
more on the process of teacher learning and development, it does suggest that the
teacher’s knowledge base is more uncertain, affective and biographical. The substance
of any potential model emerging from this theorising would be the identification and
connection of components of confidence that offer a cyclical sense of pedagogical
development in which ITE intervention is a kind of kick-start, or boost to some buried
autobiographical memory. It is a pedagogy of investigative science for beginners, built
mainly on some insights into the experiential learning of teachers, an initial grounded
theory of how we might sow the seeds of authentic classroom science activity in early
professional learning.
Apart from the experience of actually working as a scientist (which is not typical and
would be difficult to guarantee), the other area of knowledge that could complete the
foundation is study of the nature of science. Broadly speaking, this would cover the
philosophy of science and include, for example, the history of scientific ideas and
biographies of scientists. Abd-El-Khalick (2005) found that students who followed a
course on the philosophy of science developed deeper, more coherent understandings of
the nature of science and tended to incorporate this into planning and discourse related
to their own teaching. A distinctive benefit of the protected experience of
investigative teaching is that it simplifies and reduces the technical and practical
barriers and allows student teachers to experience the more emancipatory (Habermas
1971) potential of investigative science on a safe, small scale.
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Given the crowded ITE curriculum, however, and the probability of only the briefest of
introductions, a more extended study of the philosophy of science might be effectively
positioned one to three years into the teacher’s career once a certain level of
experience and confidence in investigative science teaching has been achieved. Hipkins,
Barker and Bolstad (2005) identify the international research that points to the
stubborn persistence of naïve views of science held by teachers, relating to the
traditional content domination of tertiary science learning, delivered by university
teachers who themselves may lack direct experiences of working science. They suggest
that beginning teachers who do wish to implement more innovative curricula may be
quickly pulled into line by the modelling of their more experienced colleagues. They also
report on the paucity internationally of pedagogical approaches to the nature of science
and remind us that teachers have to ‘integrate multiple demands in the moment in the
classroom’. A further impetus for investigative science and these related matters in
ITE lies in the recognition that the children educated in science by teachers become
the public of the future. The absence of articles on teacher education in the journal
dedicated to the public understanding of science (PUS website 2005) suggests that this
connection is not adequately recognised.
Research on teacher education recognises but has not yet begun to resolve the interplay
of biography, beliefs and types of intervention in science teaching. Veal (2004)
identifies this as a significant issue but also argues that prospective teachers could
benefit from greater awareness of the practice and knowledge base of more
experienced teachers. This paper has begun to identify what that awareness might
consist of, though it argues that the knowledge base is tacit and may be better
conceived as certain broad components of confidence, and that the practice can take
different forms. Illustrations from teacher discourse give at least some indication of
the inherent complexity, uncertainty and risk in the pedagogy of investigative science.
The need to acknowledge this and conceptualise from such data is consistent with the
phenomenological position of Roth and Tobin (2001) that developing our understanding
should not be abstracted but revealed in reference to the particular through unfolding
contingencies. It is also proposed that it is possible for teachers to achieve a confident
pedagogy of loose opportunism that nurtures and responds to the investigative urges of
children in the science classroom, and that this can, and should, begin in initial teacher
education.
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